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Afew years ago I wrote an edi-
torial urging manufacturers
to introduce “pro shop only

products” that would be limited to
full service retailers, products with
special features or finishes that
would set them apart from the other
gear available through the box stores
and mass merchants. I believed
then, as now, that would be good for
the independents, good for the man-
ufacturers and good for the industry
as a whole.

My argument was that the inde-
pendent retailers are essential to the
health of the archery industry,
because it is the archery pro shops
and the better archery departments
within sporting goods stores where

customers can receive instruction
and repair services. I continue to
believe that you can’t successfully
bring people into the sport and keep
them shooting a bow for years with-
out having training, tuning and
repair easily available.

In that respect, the growing
importance of box stores and super-
stores to bowhunting equipment
sales poses a quandary for the
industry. On the one hand, box

When Mathews, Inc. CEO and
Founder Matt McPherson wanted to
give the independent retailers more
support in the accessory side, he
chose former pro shop owner Keith
Jennings to lead that charge. As head
of licensing at Mathews, Jennings is
working with companies like
Gamehide to introduce feature-
packed clothing and hardgoods that
will carry the Mathews Solocam
brand and also carry healthy mar-
gins for independent retailers. That is
a Gamehide garment in Jennings’
hands and in the woodland scene
above. The demonstration store (far
right) used as a training ground for
Mathews retailers holds other co-
branded products, from Kutmaster
knives to Carbon Express arrows.
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stores like Dicks and Gander
Mountain, along with the combina-
tion superstore/catalog merchant
powerhouses Bass Pro and Cabela’s,
bring tremendous exposure to
bowhunting equipment and cloth-
ing. Their catalog, their web sites and
their bright, well-merchandised
stores bring new products in front of
millions of customers who might
never consider bowhunting or com-
petitive archery otherwise.

However, as those businesses
have grown in size they’ve also
grown in clout, negotiating pricing

that the independents have trouble
matching and using overseas suppli-
ers to introduce store brands com-
peting with the manufacturers that
have been supplying them. I don’t
have to look any further than
ArrowTrade’s circulation files to see
how the proportion of independent
retailers has declined in recent years
while the number of issues
addressed to the stores owned by the
retail powerhouses has increased.

When I learned that Mathews
was dramatically expanding its pro-
gram to bring more licensed prod-

ucts to market for sale through
Mathews retailers, I decided to
devote a significant portion of this
January issue to the story. Essential
to that was scheduling a meeting
with Keith Jennings, a former retailer
and independent sales rep who now
heads up the licensing department
at Mathews, Inc. as Director of
Licensing Properties.

We met at company headquar-
ters in Sparta, Wisconsin in conjunc-
tion with the mid-October  Mathews
Media Day where selected press rep-
resentatives were given a preview of
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the 2009 product lines. There are
now three bow lines:  Mathews,
Mission by Mathews and new
Mathews McPherson Series where
twin-cam speed bows are being
introduced by the SoloCam designer.

I started our evening interview
by asking Jennings about his back-
ground in bowhunting and the
archery industry. As a teen he’d built
arrows for his dad and uncles, and
then in 1976 he began working as a
retailer in Lansing, New York, at a pro
shop that’s still in operation today.
The industry was tiny by today’s
standards: When Jennings traveled
to West Virginia to attend BSI’s dis-
tributor show in 1981, he found
about 20 vendors. He remembers
talking to Gene Hammond of Chek-
It, who had one black target sight
and some accessories for it. “I said
‘Why don’t you build hunting sights.’
Gene asked me why he should be
building hunting sights. I said
‘Because about 95 percent of my
customers are hunters.’” 

That conversation led to a job for
Jennings as a sales representative for
Chek-It, working under Ken Watkins
who himself now heads the
International Bowhunting
Organization or IBO. Jennings took
on other manufacturers, including
Saunders, the recurve line from
Jeffery Archery, and the young
Golden Eagle Brand. Jennings sold
his pro shop in upstate New York and
built a career as one of the industry’s
best known sales reps. “I did well at it
and I loved every minute of it, most-
ly because of the people. But over
time, being a manufacturer’s rep
became a very hard job, in part
because manufacturers didn’t always
pay their commissions.”

In 1994 Jennings joined with
Marv Epling of Golden Eagle to
launch a new youth bow business,
Seneca Outdoors. That was later sold
to Easton and in 1999 Jennings was
hired by Realtree Outdoors as the
Archery Category Manager. Like his
background in retailing and repping,
the Realtree experience was great
preparation for the Mathews posi-
tion, because it dealt with very
important issue of licensing camou-
flage finishes for hard and soft

goods. 
“Realtree is a great example of a

company that does licensing well,”
Jennings said about the firm found-
ed by Bill Jordan. Most of its opera-
tion is based on developing, promot-
ing and licensing the Realtree and
Advantage patterns that dealers can
find on virtually every type of hunt-
ing equipment or clothing, including
Mathews bows. 

As other bow manufacturers in
the industry used the same pattern
as Mathews, Mathews responded by
issuing its new 2008 model, the DXT,
in its own Lost Camo. “Matt had
designed his own camo pattern in
the 1980’s, but decided not to do
anything with it,” Jennings
explained. To develop Lost Camo,
Matt bought an expensive digital
camera and started taking a lot of
different photographs. One day as he
was driving near his rural Wisconsin
home he spotted downed trees that
he realized was the key element he
needed for the design. Then he sat

down at a computer with Josh Meyer,
a graphic artist from Mathews, and
with Joel Maxfield. As the work con-
tinued many others on the Mathews
team gave their input. “In a matter of
weeks, Lost Camo was born,”
Jennings said.

Keying in on the 
Independent Retailer

Jennings left Realtree in March
of 2007, and after several months of
doing consulting work for industry
organizations, he joined Mathews to
head up the licensing program that
was planned as a major new initia-
tive to support the independent
retailers. “In general, everything
Mathews does is for the benefit of
the independent retailer,” Jennings
explained. “Mathews has been the
lifeblood of many independent
retailers. There has been a tremen-
dous amount of pressure put on the
independents, particularly over the
last five years. While the Mathews
and Mission bow brands have really
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Mike Ziebell heads up market research at
Mathews, Inc. Already one of the most-recog-
nizable brands in sporting goods, the round
Mathews SoloCam logo is now going on a
series of premium garments from several
manufacturers. That 3-D “leafy” garment
behind Ziebell is from Eclipse Hunting
Apparel. At left are the latest styles from
Gamehide, while Ziebell is pointing out the

three-dimensional surface of garments from another marketing partner, Power Pleat
Technology. In the inset image at left you can see how bar-tacks are used to gather and
fold the surface of the garment, dramatically reducing the amount of light that can be
reflected back to the game animal’s eye. The Illinois firm produces garments in Realtree
AP as well as its own Power Bark pattern, but the Mathews-branded versions are the
only ones that can be ordered in the Lost Camo pattern shown here.
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held these guys up on the bow rack,
it has been very difficult for indepen-
dents to compete in accessories.”

“Manufacturers generally give
the best prices to those who buy the
highest volumes,” the former retailer
and rep continued. “On top of that
the box stores have developed their
own accessory and clothing brands,
often sourcing them overseas.” Store
brands place additional pricing pres-
sure on the independent retailers.
Sometimes store brands are pro-
duced under private label agree-
ments with well-known suppliers to
the bowhunting industry. Other
times the chains are having them
produced directly for them, becom-
ing competitors to their own long-
time vendors. “So a line was drawn
in the sand by Mathews. On the one
side we have the independent retail-
ers and the brands we’ve long know
and loved in this industry. On the
other side you have the big boxes
and the store brands.”

As you read in our November
Cover Story, Mathews first licensed
Blacks Creek Guide Gear to produce
specific packs and bow cases bearing
the Mathews logo and available for
sale only through Mathews retailers.
Jay Robert deserves the credit for
helping to convince Matt McPherson
nearly five years ago to allow the logo
to go on selected products in return
for a licensing fee. He and co-owner
Sandy Caster kept the quality up
since then and controlled the distri-
bution so as intended sales only
occurred through Mathews retailers.

The volumes were significant
because, Jennings pointed out, the
consumer was having a good shop-
ping experience and ending up with
an outstanding product.

Expanding Into Clothing
“That partnership with Blacks

Creek was the beginning of a really
great program,” Jennings told me as

we sat in the Mathews, Inc. lobby a
couple months ago. With Jennings
on board, Matt McPherson gave the
OK to expand the program to other
soft goods and hard goods manufac-
turers. One of the first clothing man-
ufacturers to come on board was
Gamehide, a company located in
neighboring Minnesota and one that
already had close contacts with
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Steve McPherson was helping his boys
shoot on the range behind the main
Mathews plant when I arrived for my
evening interview with Keith Jennings.
Isaac, 11, had brought his Mathews
Ignition while 6-year-old Benjamin and 4-
year-old Aaron (with McPherson) were
using Genesis Mini models. Nine-year-old
Elsa was home with her mom and the cou-
ple’s four-month old daughter, Claire.
McPherson could have been thinking of his
family ‘s future the next day during the
Media Day when he fielded a question
from Outdoor Writer Jeff Murray, on why
Mathews was expanding in this tough
economy. “I believe you can do more harm
by being cautious and pulling back at a
time like this than you can in taking some
calculated risks,” McPherson said.
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management at the bow builder.
“Over a period of years they’d tried
two or three times to interest Matt in
licensing them. Now with both the
Lost Camo pattern and the Mathews
name available for licensing, it all
started to come together,” Jennings
said. 

Gamehide’s 12-page catalog cov-
ering The Mathews Collection fea-
tures jackets, pants and vests, hood-
ed sweatshirts and base layers. All
are finished in the Lost Camo pat-
tern with its distinctive horizontal
elements and some reverse to black
(for use in blinds) or to a Lost
Snow Camo. Patented
Freedom Sleeves make it
easier to climb because
they’re sewn on angling up,
rather than down. Jennings
said the company’s most
popular fabric, HyperHide, is
a bonded fleece that is wind-
proof, water-resistant and
absolutely silent. 

“In 2009 Gamehide will
have some very exciting Lost
Camo wool garments,”
Jennings said. In the past it’s
been difficult for wool fabric
to carry a high definition
pattern but the licensing
manager said Gamehide’s
fabric supplier has accomplished it.
Wool has a lot of great qualities,
including natural anti-microbial
action, quietness and of course
warmth even when wet. It appeals to
traditional archers, including those
who may carry stick bows from
Mathews.

Gamehide isn’t the only clothing
manufacturer coming on board with
Mathews branded products.
Jennings said he’s been able to find
quality firms with expertise in differ-
ent areas who want to license the
Mathews name and Lost Camo pat-
tern. “Bell Ranger, down in Augusta,
Georgia, is one of the finest produc-
ers of cotton garments. They are
already doing T-shirts, fatigue-style
pants, and basic jackets.”

At least four more camo clothing
manufacturers will be on board as
Mathews licensees for 2009. John
Stevens was one of the pioneers in 3-
D camo, Jennings said, and his new

firm, Eclipse Hunting
Apparel, is sewing 3-D
“leafy” garments in the
Lost Camo Pattern. The
introductory, 2009 series
will include a head cover,
pants and bomber-style jacket.
Eclipse Hunting Apparel is based in
Muskegon, Michigan.

Power Pleat is another firm that’s
agreed to partner with Mathews.
“That pleating technology takes any
camo-printed fabric and increases
the camouflage effect by texturing
the fabric,” Jennings explained. Bar-
tacking is used to sew half-inch deep
permanent pleats in jackets and
pants. That requires more fabric to
be used, 27 percent more, which the
Farmington, Illinois firm says
increases warmth. But the big bene-
fit is the rumpled surface, which
Power Pleat says reduces reflected
light up to 85 percent.

While Power Pleat and Eclipse

are names that are still gaining
recognition in the hunting industry,
Mathews retailers will also be able to
carry the powerhouse brands Scent-
Lok from ALS and ScentBlocker from
Robinson Outdoors in Mathews Lost
Camo versions.

“ScentBlocker will have a cloth-
ing line, a footwear line and a liquid
line,” Jennings said with enthusiasm.
“All the ScentBlocker garments are
uniquely designed for bowhunting,
and our retailers in 2009 will be able
to outfit their customers with the
best stuff available in the market-
place.” For instance, he said
ScentBlocker will have base layer
garments made from warm, scratch-
free merino wool in the Mathews
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Jennings spoke to the press at Media Day
about the partnerships Mathews, Inc. was
building with other well-known brands in the
bowhunting industry. ScentBlocker will have
liquids, garments and footwear using the
Lost Camo pattern. This long-sleeve shirt is
woven from absorbent bamboo fiber. The
Knee Boot and Shooter Shoe utilize the Boa
Lacing Technology where you turn a dial to
tighten the laces, pop it open to loosen.
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series. The footwear should include
options of wool inserts or snake-
proof inserts, along with the compa-
ny’s proven scent-control technolo-
gy. Instead of conventional laces, the
Archer’s Boa Knee Boot uses the Boa
Lacing System that tightens with a
knob, and pops loose when you’re
ready to remove the boot. There’s
also a new shoe style designed for 3-
D shooters, with the input of several
Mathews Pros, that Jennings said is
so comfortable he expects many will
choose to wear them to work.

ALS, which holds the patent on
scent-controlling carbon clothing
for the hunter, is also planning its
own Mathews series of garments.
While those details were still being
hammered out, Jennings said he
expected it to include base layer gar-
ments and lightweight outerwear
sewn in the Lost Camo pattern.
“We’re trying to plan it so that
Gamehide, Scent Blocker and Scent-
Lok will have different types of
Mathews-branded products,”
Jennings explained.

Lost Camo is also being used
along with the Mathews logo on
other soft goods, like the packs and
bow cases from Blacks Creek Guide
Gear and more than 20 different
cushions from Therm-a-Seat. The
Idaho-based pack firm is developing
a line of packs geared to the whitetail
hunter that will carry the Mathews
logo. It’s expanding the Mathews

Solocam luggage line and has a new
wheeled aluminum bow case for air-
line travel that’s sized to hold a
Mathews soft case inside it.

Arrows & Accessories
In hard goods, Jennings has been

working to offer firms exclusive
Mathews brand licensing agree-
ments within their product cate-
gories. Carbon Express introduced
the Mathews Maxima Hunter and
Mathews Terminator Lite shaft for
2008, and in 2009 Jennings said its
sister firm of Gorilla was planning to
have Mathews blinds in the Lost
Camo pattern, replacing Double Bull
models after that brand’s sale to
Primos Hunting Calls. Easy-Eye has
arrow wraps in the Lost Camo pat-
tern, Stampede has truck acces-
sories, and Kutmaster has knives.
Each of the guests at the Media Day
that followed our interview went
home with a Kutmaster knife and
Mathews Solocam Extinguisher
game call from Illusion Game Call
Systems as part of their sample bag.
Mathews has to approve each of
these branded products, Jennings
said, like the new scouting camera
decorated in Lost Camo by Reconyx,
and is looking for both top quality
and healthy margins for its retailers.
“Products for the Mathews brand
licensing have to be the best of their
kind, uniquely designed and engi-
neered for our customers. They have
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Bob Ohm (back to camera) was our guide for the tour of the main production areas.
This portion of the Media Day group includes author Tim Dehn at center.
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to be priced so our retailers have
good margins on them. Our objec-
tive isn’t to license as many products
as possible but category by category,
to give our retailers products they
need to be competitive. When a con-
sumer buys these products, they
should have confidence in them. Not
only does it carry the Mathews brand
name but it is a better product.
Again, that gives the Mathews retail-
er the ability to be competitive.”

In addition to all these Mathews-
branded products for sale only
through Mathews Retailers, Jennings
said there has been growing interest
by accessory firms in using Lost
Camo licenses to decorate their own
new and existing models. Decorating
services using Lost Camo film are
available through three major ven-
dors, Cubic, Immersion Graphics
and TWN Industries. Mathews con-
trols who is using the film and
charges a royalty on each item deco-
rated with the pattern and today
many accessory firms are promoting
the fact that their products are avail-
able with Lost Camo. “Kwikee,
Cobra, Toxonics: some of the best
accessory firms are licensing Lost
Camo. These aftermarket manufac-
turers are a great group,” Jennings
said, and unlike the Mathews-
branded items their products are
available to any dealer they wish to
sell to, as well as through distribu-
tors.

Lost Camo is very effective in the
field, Jennings said, with its natural
colors and strong horizontal ele-
ments. The design was created at 60
inches wide and 41 high, so there’s

much less repeat than with designs
based on the more common 27 by 27
inch sizing. There’s so many crossing
elements that there’s no real “up” to
the pattern, which makes it easier for
garment makers to utilize it without
wasting fabric or having an arm or
leg look like it doesn’t belong with
the body.

Although I wasn’t aware of it
prior to this trip, Lost Camo also
comes in a winter version. Lost
Camo Snow doesn’t follow the con-
ventional wisdom of how to design a
camouflage pattern either. Instead of
selecting elements of the main
design in color to print on a white
background, the designers turned
the color branches and leaves into
black and white images. It’s not as
pretty as some other snow camos,
Jennings acknowledged but it is both
distinctive on the rack and conceal-
ing against winter backgrounds.

A New Dealer Show
As both segments of the licens-

ing program have grown, so has the
challenge of getting information
about the products in front of the
approximately 1,000 existing
Mathews retailers. “It’s very hard for
a company like Gamehide to get to
1,000 new customers and still take
care of their existing business,”
Jennings acknowledged. So this
summer people at Mathews began
kicking around the idea of hosting a
dealer show. Jennings teamed up
with VP Joel Maxfield and put
together a business plan that met the
approval of President Steve
McPherson and Matt McPherson,

the company’s founder and CEO.
The show will be at the Stoney Creek
Inn in LaCrosse, Wisconsin on
Monday and Tuesday, December 8-
9, 2008.

By the time we wrapped up this
issue in early December more than
350 retailers  had confirmed their
attendance for what has been
named the Mathews Retailer
Business Show. Jennings expected
about 55 Mathews licensees to
exhibit, along with the Mathews,
Mission and McPherson bow lines
and a few other brands like Nikon
that have been sponsoring Mathews
TV programs. “We’re not limiting
those exhibitors to showing our
branded or camouflaged items,” he
said. “It obvious that our retailers
need to buy other patterns too. This
show isn’t intended to be competi-
tion for the ATA Show: We hope every
one of our retailers is also able to
attend the ATA show.”

Mathews made the decision a
few years ago to stop exhibiting at
the ATA Show, announcing it wanted
to have those funds available to sup-
port the National Archery in the
Schools Program it helped found.
Even if the Sparta bow builder was
planning to be in the main industry
show in Indianapolis this coming
January, brand licensees Gamehide,
Bell Ranger and Scent-Lok won’t be.
While those firms may attend the
SHOT SHOW, most Mathews retail-
ers don’t.

Jennings had met with another
potential brand licensee earlier that
day, and we talked about what kind
of manufacturer is a good fit for the
program. “They have to have the
appetite for dealing with 1,000 retail-
ers,” this former pro shop owner
said. “They may have to fill 100
orders with them to get the same vol-
ume they would with one order
placed by a box store buyer. But then
again there’s nothing like the inde-
pendent archery retailers in
America. These are the people with
the passion for archery, the ones
who are teaching the kids to shoot.”
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Kutmaster is offering pocket knives, lock-
backs and steak knives engraved with the
Mathews logo.
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“Archery is still a touch-feely
thing,” Jennings continued. “There’s
nothing like holding a bow you’re
thinking of buying in your hand, and
that’s hard to do over the internet.
There’s nothing like having someone
who knows what they’re doing get
that bow performing flawlessly for
you, so you’re more confident.
Independent retailers are so impor-
tant to this industry, and Matt has
supported them more than anyone.”

As a long-time editor, I’ve seen
companies expand into other chan-
nels with products that were once
limited to full-service retailers. It
almost never seems to go the other
way, but then it’s much harder to
change to a limited distribution
method than to start that way and
stick to it. 

Jennings said when the Mission
line was introduced by Mathews,
some Mathews retailers held back
from ordering; not believing it
wouldn’t be in Gander Mountain or
one of the other powerful chains the
following season. Of course that did-
n’t happen, and as you’ll read else-
where in this issue the 2009 Mission
line is stronger than ever. Now there’s
a third brand, a twin cam Mathews
McPherson Series, being offered to
Mathews retailers.

I had to ask it. “What about all
the retailers who aren’t Mathews
retailers.”

“This is going to sound harsh,
but they’re not my problem,”
Jennings responded. “We can’t help
all the dealers, and I don’t believe
there’s another company in this
industry that is capable of doing
what we’re doing. Still, from an
industry standpoint, what’s good for
1,000 retailers is good for the archery
industry. The retailers that are fortu-
nate enough to be hitched up to this
wagon and who take advantage of
what’s in front of them, are going to
be very successful dealers.”  

Widespread Support
As I spoke with other members

of the Mathews management team
the next day, it was clear the licens-
ing program and the dealer show
being based on it enjoyed wide-
spread support. Joel Maxfield, the

company’s Vice President of
Marketing, said the show he helped
plan in LaCrosse wasn’t really about
Mathews, it was about connecting
the licensees who have signed up
with Mathews to the retailers the
bow builder supports. Maxfield
reminded me that while other pre-
mium bow companies had intro-
duced mid-priced lines primarily for
the box stores, this company had
remained true to the independent
retailers. When Mathews, Inc. intro-
duced the Mission line in October of
2006, it gave the Mathews retailers a
mid-range bow line they could use to
successfully compete against the
brands being sold in the box stores
and through the internet.

The vast majority of Mathews
retailers have taken on the Mission
line, Marketing Analyst Mike Ziebell
added. As the Mission line has added
new models, “there are more and
more of them who only carry
Mathews and Mission. People have
seen the quality we have in the
Mission bows. Matt (McPherson)
does all the designing. He puts in just
as much time on the Mission line as
he does with Mathews. We support
the Mission line with full page ads,
just like we do with Mathews.”

I spoke with Ziebell and Maxfield
in the Dealer Academy area within
the main Mathews plant, where
some 260 retailers have received
training. A little over two years ago,
when the company decided to begin
offering a dealer school, it took over
the space that had been allocated to
the conference room and embroi-
dery shop. It created a new meeting
area within an attractive model pro
shop finished in stone and wood and
now stocked with the company’s
bow lines and clothing and acces-
sories from its licensees. 

The Mathews Dealer Academy
brings small groups of dealers in,
usually three to five at a time, for two
days of intensive training. “The first
day is all in here,” Ziebell explained.
“Matt talks to them about the
Mathews line, Jon Dumark about the
Mission line. We’ll have people meet
with them from the string depart-
ment, from the marketing team,
from accounting. The training covers

The Burt Coyote Company

www.lumenok.net   309-358-1602

NOW IN GREEN!
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every aspect of our relationship with
our dealers. It’s kind of a neat deal
because the sessions typically
involve retailers of different sizes
and they’re often sharing things back
and forth.”

The second day of the training
the retailers are building bows and
learning the best ways to service
them and the proper steps to take in
addressing any warranty issues.
They also have an opportunity to see
how Mathews and Mission and
McPherson models are produced by
a staff that’s now trained to work
within cells, small groups of workers
who can maintain tighter control
over the quality of the finished prod-
uct. 

Manufacturing Prowess
Bob Ohm, who’s second only to

Matt McPherson and Joel Maxfield in
years of service, took charge of the 15
press members for a brief tour of the
main production plant. He was one
of the 32 employees who came with
the company back in November of
2005 when it relocated from Austin,
Minnesota to Sparta, Wisconsin. The
original 10,000 square foot building
in Sparta was cramped with 75 to 80
employees within 18 months, Ohm
recalled, so a 20,000 square foot
addition was added, and then a few
years later a second of the same size.
“About six years ago we put on
another 11,000 square feet for our
new film dip facility.”

On an earlier tour I’d seen
McPherson guitars being built in
their own climate-controlled section
of the plant, but Ohm explained a
neighboring facility was purchased
for the growing guitar business and
that structure had received a 20,000
square foot addition. Genesis bows
are not built within the Mathews
production plant: From the start
they have been made across town at
Brennan Industries. They are pro-
duced under a separate corporation.
Kevin Stay heads Brennan
Industries, where the Mathews tradi-
tional line was introduced after the
firm’s purchase of Sky Archery. These
days Stay spends part of his time
overseeing a brand new Mathews
offshoot which decorates non-

metallic products using environ-
mentally friendly powder coating, a
process originally developed for the
Genesis bows. Mathews, Inc. also
maintains a separate R&D facility
where Matt McPherson does his
design work.   

All told, the different businesses
Matt McPherson moved to or started
in Sparta employ about 300 people,
with about 180 working in the main
plant where the Media Day was
scheduled. As the company has
reduced its reliance on outside ven-
dors over the past seven years, Ohm
said lead times for producing bows
have dropped from weeks to days.
After running three shifts for 12
years, the main plant switched to
twin, 10-hour shifts on a four-day a
week schedule. “That makes it easier
on our employees, many of whom
commute 50 or 60 miles,” Ohm

noted.
Risers, cams and other metal

components are produced on 30 to
32 machining centers, costly
machines that themselves can be
divided into three generations. The
company’s oldest machines are the
typical machining centers many
accessory firms employ, where the
units are shut down and parts are
unbolted and turned over, then
removed after the final cuts are
made. With multiple parts that door
could be open and the machine
could be idle for 20 or 30 minutes,
Ohm explained. Haas units we saw
that were 6 to 8 years old have pallet
changers at one end, so parts are
unloaded and reloaded while cutting
is underway on a second pallet
under its shower of coolant. “With
those units, you can be back to cut-
ting parts in about 15 seconds,” the
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Matt McPherson has demonstrated his prowess in cam design again, with the Advanced
Vectoring System where cables anchor on a large bearing that travels eccentrically to
the axle. Here he’s demonstrating how that changes the cable anchor position on
McPherson by Mathews bows as the cam rolls through the draw cycle.
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head of community relations told us.
In the last two and half years,

Mathews has begun buying robotic
machining centers from Mori Seiki
whose turrets change tools in about
two seconds and who work around
parts loaded on multi-sided jigs to
dramatically increase the efficiency
of the machine operators who over-
see them. “The new machines are
about five times more efficient. Even
though they’re five times more
expensive, they pay for themselves
in about a year,” Ohm noted.

As sales volumes have grown for
the Mathews and Mission brands, so
has the challenge of dealing with the
chips being machined away. The
company once used aluminum bil-
lets to cut the risers from but
switched to forgings five to six years
ago, Ohm said, because forgings
offered improved strength and
reduced the amount of material
being cut away for recycling. The
increase in efficiency was dramatic:
“Just cutting billets to length used to
keep two or three people busy,” Ohm
indicated.

Reflexed risers are all fully
machined to the final dimensions
from their initial forged shape and
the multiple lightening holes are cut
in. Idler wheels start as round alu-
minum cylinders. Some straight ris-
ers are still cut from billets. In all,
three quarters of the one million
pounds of aluminum used annually
go back out the door as chips to be
recycled. “We fill 50 to 60 tubs with
shavings every week, a semi trailer
full, and we put a loading dock by the
machining area just to reduce the
amount of handling,” Ohm said.

After risers and cams are
deburred by tumbling with ceramic
pellets, they are cleaned in a mild
acid-based wash to prepare the
metal for finishing... Cams receive a
baked-on powder-coat finish in
black or brown, or with the higher
end bows, are sent out for anodizing.
Risers and limbs go through the in-
house film dip facility after receiving
their khaki or beige base coat.
Between 400 and 500 risers are
dipped per day, with about 5 percent
of them being rejected for cosmetic
flaws and redone after the initial fin-

ish is bead-blasted off. “That’s a pret-
ty good number, partly because we
run our line pretty slow,” Ohm said
as our group watched the process
from an observation window. “If we
ran it faster there would be more tur-
bulence in the dip tanks and more
re-dos.” 

With all the attention I gave to
Mathews Lost Camo earlier in this
article, it bears pointing out that
Mathews remains a strong supporter
of the Realtree patterns. Realtree
Hardwoods is used on the
Switchback, AP decorates the
Drenalin and all the Mission models
carry the Max 4 pattern.

New From 
Mission by Mathews

The Mission by Mathews line we
had a chance to see and shoot dur-
ing the Mathews Media Day event is
easily the strongest since the brand’s
introduction in the fall of 2006, in
part because of the feedback design-
er Matt McPherson had been getting
from retailers sitting at that very
same table. “We have our retailer
academy right here in this room,” he
told his guests from the press after
introducing Mission Director of
Sales and Marketing Jon Dumark
and Sales Coordinator Megan
Connors. “One of the things we’ve
heard over and over again is ‘Can we
get a modular cam system for the
entry level?’ Now I’ve been building
two cam systems for a long time, far
longer than I’ve built single cam
bows. So, I know a tremendous
amount of ways not to build a bow. It
is amazing how knowing what not to
do can really help you design what
you should do.”

McPherson held up the new
Menace, with rotating inner mod-
ules. “The advantage of a two cam in
this situation is that I can get
tremendous draw length range on it.
This one I designed to be a 17 to 30
inch draw. The sales person could
argue, ‘If your boy doesn’t like it, you
can set it up for yourself, you can set
it up for your wife to shoot.’ Every
inch down from 30 you’re losing
weight, and that makes sense.
Shorter people, shorter draw
lengths, typically the pull is much

lighter. So at 30 inches the peak is
about 52 pounds, and at 17 inches
the peak is at 24.”

That’s the peak weight. You
could set the Menace as low as 16
pounds for a child with a 17 inch
draw, or as low as 36 for a lanky
senior citizen who is going to shoot
archery again or for the first time.
Referring to the chart that details the
bow specs, McPherson cited the 25
inch draw setting, “Thirty-one to 47
pounds. That’s a pretty good range.”

This bow was designed to be
among the simplest to adjust. There’s
only one cap head screw to remove
and all the holes are marked and in a
single row. “You’ve seen other rotat-
ing modules out there where the
holes are all over the place and
marked with letters and you have to
refer to a book to decide what to
use,” McPherson commented. With
this model, you don’t even have to
worry about misplacing a lock wash-
er since the module has a recessed
area on the back so it acts as its own
lock against the cap screw loosening.

Circle 116 on Response Card
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“We tried to make this as simple as
possible because it’s easy when
something is apart, to forget about
how to put it back. A good engineer
will make things simpler, not more
complicated.” Even timing this
model is simple. “People who know

what they’re doing can feel when
something’s out of time on a two-
cam bow by pulling it, but that takes
someone special.” McPherson’s solu-
tion was to place holes in each cam
above where the cable passes. If one
or the other is off center, the retailer
can put the bow in a press and twist
up the needed cable to retime the
cams.

McPherson continued detailing
the features. “One of the main
advantages of this particular system,
is that it has double perimeter
weights. I’ve always known since I
filed for my patents on perimeter
weighting that a two-cam would get
the most advantage from perimeter
weights, since they have double the
perimeter. So this bow feels very
much like the competitor’s parallel
limb bows. Parallel limb bows have
to have a very long riser and short
parallel limbs. I can have a short
riser, long limbs and still get the
same effect. When you shoot this
against any other entry level bow, it
is like night and day, like the differ-
ence between a Pinto and a Porsche.
I’m extremely happy with this bow.
It’s very quiet, very smooth shoot-
ing.”

The Menace I shot that day is
also very affordable. Dumark said in
black the split limb Menace would
retail for $249, while the full camo
version went at $269. Helping to
keep the cost that low are the split
limbs and an extruded riser, which
like the Genesis models is cut from a
profile rather than machined from a
billet or forging. The 2009 Mission
models had been released to retail-
ers a few weeks earlier, and the sales
and marketing director said it had
been a huge success already with
Mathews retailers. “It fits the price
point they’ve been looking for.”
Orders were strong initially, he said,
but once retailers received the bows
and were able to shoot one, he said
the response was incredible, with
orders coming in for 10, 20 or 30
more.

Curt Wells, the Equipment Field
Editor for Bowhunter Magazine,
asked McPherson what kind of
archer was being targeted with this
new bow that weighs a shade under

3 pounds and measures 31 inches,
axle to axle. “Any entry level, from a
child to an adult,” is how McPherson
responded. “Any of my friends that
don’t already shoot, I’m going to set
them up one of these, because it’s
light, it’s easy to draw and still has
plenty of kinetic energy for deer
hunting.”

Jeff Murray, whose work fre-
quently appears in Bowhunting
World, put McPherson on the spot
and asked him how he could defend
coming out with two-cam bows
when for years he’s been stating that
single cam bows are superior. “If one
of our retailers asked me that, I’d say
‘What consumer has ever com-
plained about having more options.
Options are normally good. This is
what retailers asked us to build and I
think we did a better job of it than
anybody else. A two-cam is great for
entry level, with a rotating module,
because I can get 17 to 30 inches out
of one set of cams. A single cam isn’t
really as friendly to modules, that’s
why I’ve never made a single cam
with modules. In my opinion, the
best kind of single cam is one made
specifically for that draw length.
Tweaked so that everything is honed
in and ready to go.” 

Not to say the Menace doesn’t
exhibit good efficiency. “If this bow
was a 30-70, it would be between 310
and 315 fps,” McPherson said about
the IBO standard bows are typically
rated at.

“What about marketing,”
Murray asked. “You’re making a bow
that fits everybody. As they grow they
don’t have to trade it in, they just
move that screw to a different hole.
You’re going to lose them as a cus-
tomer.”

“I’m wrecking it for myself, aren’t
I,” McPherson joked, then suggested
that bow buyers are no different
from car buyers, who trade in per-
fectly good automobiles because
they’ve gotten bored and want
something different and new.

Joel Maxfield said the Menace is
a great bow for archers to use to
spread their enjoyment of the sport.
It would be easy to have one of these
in the garage and some targets in
your backyard, he suggested, so that

The Mission UX2 is available alone or with
any of three levels of accessory packages:
Basic, Bow Hunter or Pro Hunter. In 2008,
about 1/4 of the Mission bows were sold
with an accessory package.
Photos of the Menace and Eliminator
appear in Jon Silk’s bow report within this
January issue.
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any time friends or family come over
they can shoot a bow that can be
quickly set to their draw length and
weight. If their experience matches
my own in shooting the Menace on
the test range, it will come across as
quiet and shock-free, unlike some
other youth models the writers were
invited to shoot head-to-head with
the Menace.

The next new bow McPherson
detailed was the UX2, which uses the
same riser as the top-selling X3 from
2008 coupled with a twin-cam power
system based on the Menace design
and trademarked as 2CPW. “It has a
rotating module but in this case the
weight stays the same down to about
26 inches, then starts dropping a
pound per inch,” McPherson
explained. “You know good and well
that guys between 26 and 30 are
going to want it to be 70 pounds if
they buy a 70 pound bow. Again, it’s
double perimeter weighted, so it
feels very much like our competitors
parallel limb bows.” Mass weight is
about a pound more than the
Menace, at 3.95 pounds, because
both limbs and riser are consider-
ably beefier, and the suggested retail
price is $339. “Show me another bow
at that price that feels like the UX2
does, that shoots like it does or has
the adjustability it does,” McPherson
challenged.

McPherson’s third new bow
designed for the Mission line is the
Eliminator, a single cam that com-
bines good performance (IBO 310)
with an easy to handle price point of
$479. A dealer will need to swap
cams to fit different draw lengths but
that’s been made easier by replacing
the conventional snap-off e-clips
with lightweight polymer locks on
one side of the axle, pressed-on alu-
minum bezels on the other. The new
Quick Change Axle system uses fin-
ger pressure, not a tool, to pop the
two-stage locking system off once an
Eliminator is relaxed in a press, “I
think retailers are really going to
enjoy this feature. I can change a sin-
gle cam on this bow in under 60 sec-
onds,” McPherson said. “I dare you
to take a competitor’s two cam and
change modules in 60 seconds.”

The Eliminator is offered in 40 to

70 pound peak weights, and in draw
lengths from 24 to 30 inches. Like
higher end models it has the self-
centering V-lock limbs, though the
limb cups are polymer and not
metal. McPherson said in developing
the 30 1/4 inch axle to axle bow they
tried both open ended metal cups
and the molded cups, and the latter
won hands down. “We’ve done a ton
of cycle tests and they’re very, very
durable.” As far as the String
Suppressors, McPherson said they’re
far more effective in dampening
noise than string-mounted silencers,
yet they don’t slow the bow down.

“From a marketing standpoint
we’re really excited about the
Eliminator because it’s a short, com-
pact parallel limb bow that retails for
$479,” commented Megan Connors,
the Mission marketing coordinator. 

McPherson reiterated that the
Mission line is reserved for autho-
rized Mathews Retailers, though
plenty of them doubted that when it
was first introduced. “They thought
that when they heard we were com-
ing out with
another bow line,
that we would do
what everybody
else has done
and go to the box
stores. Well
again, we did
what was best for
the independent
retailers. You
show me a bow at
one of these price
points that will
o u t - p e r f o r m
what Mission is
offering in quali-
ty and function.
I’m very happy
with the Mission
line and the
response from
retailers is over-
whelming.”

I then asked
McPherson if he
now devotes as
much time to
designing bows
for the Mission
line as he does

for Mathews. “Absolutely. I wasn’t
done with Mission until I was done
with Mission. That’s a little why the
Mathews prototypes we’re going to
show you later today are prototypes
and not finished production models,
because I didn’t really finish the
Mathews stuff until the Mission stuff
was done. Mission was launched a
month and a half earlier.”

I next asked why McPherson
preferred to handle bow design him-
self, instead of using a team of engi-
neers like other large bow manufac-
turers. “I think the bottom line is, I
see it as an art form. If you were a
painter, would you hire someone
else to finish your painting? Or if you
were a sculptor, would you hire
someone to finish your sculpture?
I’ve got a background of building
compounds since 1970, 39 years this
next year here. I have probably the
widest understanding of how bows
can be made. For me to teach some-
body else: How do you give away
your trade secrets and feel comfort-
able that they’re going to stay here.
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Its not that I don’t trust the people
that I have here, I obviously enjoy
designing bows. Though this year it
just about killed me. The stuff we’ve
showed you and the stuff we’re going
to show you this afternoon, it’s been
an absolute crazy amount of work. I
put in pretty much six-day, 80-hour
weeks for months. My wife’s fed up, I
can tell you that, but she’s a trooper.”

Dwight Schuh, the long-time
editor of Bowhunter Magazine,
asked how dealers will be able to
justify the higher cost of Mathews
bows when Mission models are
offering so much in 2009. Mathews
bows are lighter, faster and sleeker
looking, McPherson responded. For
instance the new Mission
Eliminator has a mass weight of 4.2
pounds and IBO rating of 310 fps.
Compare that to the Mathews DXT,
the flagship company bow for 2008.
It weighs just 3.75 pounds and is
about 12 fps faster. There’s also
the prestige factor. “People who
can afford a Harley Davidson
will buy a Harley, in part
because they want to be able to
say ‘I own a Harley.’ People who
don’t may buy a Harley copy
made in Japan.”

The 2009 Mathews Line
Media members had signed

agreements not to disclose any
information about the 2009
Mathews line prior to
November 17. The first model
we reviewed with its designer
was the Hyperlite, a lighter take-
off of the popular DXT. Despite
the healthy reflex in the riser,
McPherson said many people
told him the DXT was the most
accurate bow they had ever
shot. The Hyperlite has the
same 29-3/4 inch axle to axle

length and 7 inch brace height, but
it weighs 3.45 pounds compared to
3.75 pounds on the DXT.
Substituting a conventional cable
guard for the Roller Guard helped
trim weight and it also let this new
model retail for $60 less. “At $799
we’ll sell at lot of these,” McPherson
predicted.

In testing, the Hyperlite has
been shooting up to 325 fps with a
350 grain arrow at the 70 pound, 30
inch IBO setting. McPherson noted
the front of the grip had been
rounded for more comfort than the
45 degree angle shooters encoun-
tered on the DXT. Meanwhile the
DXT itself has undergone some sub-
tle changes that should raise
performance levels by 4 to 5 fps
on the 2009 models.

The next bow McPherson
pulled from behind the curtain
was the Reezen 6.5, in his words

“The most efficient single cam in the
world and the fastest.” This bow,
with a suggested retail price of $879,
is the model most of the company’s
marketing muscle will go behind. At
the IBO setting, prototypes were
shooting up to 340 fps. There’s also a
7 inch brace height model, the
Reezen 7.0, which books along at
335. That’s 15 fps faster than the
Drenalin that sold so well for the
company in 2007, while the Reezen
6.5 is 20 fps faster. 

The speed comes in part from a
draw force that stores more energy
than other Mathews models. “The
Reezen 6.5 is storing 102 foot
pounds of energy, the DXT is storing

Mathews Hyperlite Mathews Reezen

An updated logo for Mathews with a
smiley face seems to be saying “Game
On” to competing bow brands.
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about 97 pounds, so it’s not free
speed,” McPherson cautioned.
Actually, a little of it is, because this
bow is up to 87 percent efficient in
converting that stored energy into
kinetic energy and arrow speed. The
Drenalin and DXT are up to 85 per-
cent efficient, the new Hyperlite 85
percent, McPherson said. For every
percent you can increase efficiency,
you gain about 2 fps in arrow speed.
“Most bows were in the low to mid
70s 10 years ago. Some of our com-
petitors bows today are 80 percent
efficient, so you can see this Reezen
should be 12 to 14 fps faster. This
bow beats the efficiency of any twin
cam bow we’ve tested.” Except one.

Twin Cam Mathews?
That bow is the new Monster, a

twin-cam model from the new
McPherson by Mathew series its
designer believes is the most energy
efficient model ever. McPherson
said after repurchasing the
McPherson brand two decades after
it had been sold, he had to use the
brand name or risk losing it again.
“Twenty years ago we had the fastest
bow in the world with our 300 fps
McPherson Eliminator. Now we’ve
got the McPherson name back and
we’ve got the fastest bow in the
world.”

The McPherson name was
founded on twin cam technology
and for the rebirth of the brand Matt
McPherson designed an Advanced
Vectoring System. The cables anchor
on large red bearings within the
perimeter-weighted cam. The
anchor point starts inside the axle,
then moves to outside of the axle at
full draw, effectively synchronizing
the cams. The AVS system helps
store energy in the brace position. At

full-draw it is increasing let-off to 80
percent. It helps cam timing at full
draw and increases the efficiency of
the system, the designer said, to
provide an IBO rating of 350 to 353
fps. 

Not fast enough? McPherson
designed a second model, the
Monster XLR8. As those numbers
and letters indicate, it’s designed to
win the speed wars, with a 5 inch
brace height that helps boost arrow
speed up to 360 fps. “My reason for
making it was to be able to say,’ Can
we be done now.’ If speed was every-
thing, we’d all be driving dragsters to
work.”

McPherson anticipated ques-
tions about why “The Inventor of
Single-Cam Technology” was adding
twin cam models in two series and
continued to field them throughout
the day. As he’d said about the
Mission models, it let him give deal-
ers modular cams in entry level
bows. In the McPherson series, it let
him build in a few more fps of bow
speed. The company founder also
said he has a lot of employees to
consider, people who depend on
him to keep the company growing.
“If I say out of my pride, ‘I’m never
going to build twin cams,’ then who
am I hurting? I’m hurting me and all
the people who depend on me to
make smart decisions.”
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Dealer Inquiries Welcome

Profit Central
Instant Arrow Glue
Our Instant Arrow Glue is a great addition 

to our line of quality adhesives. Available in 

1 oz. and 2 oz. bottles, this is an extremely 

cost effective glue for the pro shop or the 

individual. The Instant Arrow Glue is excellent 

for fletching arrows and gluing inserts.  In fact, 

it is the only glue you will need to buy if you 

are working on aluminum, carbon, and even 

wood shafts.
Cat. No. 2601  1oz.

Cat. No. 2602  2oz.

Cat. No. 2616  16oz.

Pine Ridge Archery
Toll-Free: 877-746-7434
pineridgearchery.com

Great Dealer 
Margins!

Silicone Peep Sight Tubing
NO MORE ROTTING OR CRACKING!  Our silicone 
tubing will last longer, and even goes onto the peep 
fittings much easier than latex or rubber tubing.  
DON’T RISK IT, CHANGE YOUR’S TODAY!

Cat. No. 2522 - 3ft. Silicone Peep Sight Tubing
Cat. No. 2523 - 50ft. Silicone Peep Sight Tubing

Made in U.S.A.

Archer’s Allen Wrench / Holster
The “Archer’s Allen Wrench” set is made of

Tungsten steel and is guaranteed to not strip out. 

The new Holster allows you to keep wrench on 

your side and ready at all times.
Cat. No. 2520  Archer’s Allen Wrench Set

Cat. No. 2521  Archer’s Allen Wrench Set XL

Cat. No. 2519  Wrench & Holster Combo

Lifetime Guarantee

1oz.
2oz.

16oz.

McPherson Monster

The McPherson Monster logo makes it
clear that Mathews is the manufacturer.
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